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My Youtube Let's Play:
Pt 1: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=nDAjqPIW3WI
Pt 2: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Q9ByiZ31sd4
I really enjoyed this one! I love point\/click adventures & games of this genre & found the artwork, audio, & writing to be very
entertaining. It is definitely worth it if you havent seen full playthroughs & want to enjoy a cool funny adventure for yourself.
I did find it hard to progress through the game since some of the items are not hinted well enough, & took me a couple of hours
to figure out on my own without looking online for help, as you can see in my Let's Play Links above.
Emjoyed it, recommend it, appreciate you developing it!!!. 199X is very weird, and very, very good. It's short (about 2 hours)
and pretty bare-bones and straightforward -- all you really do is walk around and talk to people. There's almost no set-up and
few explicit explanations. But there IS a connection that forms between you and Clara, the protagonist who's aware of your
presence. The line between player and protagonist was initially blurred, but became heartbreakingly distinct by the end of the
game.
The beginning of the game is a little tedious but stick with it and you'll get a whole weird self-aware sci-fi feminist story with a
ridiculously charming classic-JRPG intermission, some weird existential questions, and lingering thoughts about the way
women's stories are told in games and fiction.
Plus this is probably the kind of game that would make Gamergaters\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665their pants in fury
(hella ladies! everyone is gay! blatant SJW propaganda!) so for that reason alone you should totally support it.. + Nice
Animations
+ Leaderboards
+ Feels very responsive when using wired xbox one controller
+ Addicting
- Music gets repetitive after a few rounds
Opinion:
# More gamemodes would be better (currently only 2 Frenzy and Recall)
# Some type of co-oprative\/vs - online\/local mode would make the game more competitve
# Would like more information after a run is complete (it would be nice to know average speed or number times wrong button is
pressed along with the score). This is easily one of the more essential expansions to the game and the first one I would
recommend to expand the base game. The expansion greatly expands the card variety of the base game and continues the
fantasy theme established, adding much more variety to the card pool without diluting the theme of the game. The titular
component of the expansion, The Reaper, is a great addition that gives more options to the player and adds an interesting game
mechanic. Any time a 1 is rolled, the reaper is moved. If the reaper lands on a player they roll a die and depending on the roll
they can take damage, get stronger, or even instantly die! Very tense mechanic that's alot of fun to fight to control. Finally, the
characters added in the game are engaging and fun. I personally think the dark cultist is one of my favourite characters.
If you are thinking of picking up an expansion for Talisman, I would definetly recommend this one as your first. Not only is it
generally cheaper, but it's so essential to spicing up the base game that I honestly just consider it part of the base game and
always play with it on.. The new NPC alone was worth the money. :) Kineticist is powerful but annoying to play on pen and
paper pathfinder, but this game takes all the work out of the burn mechanics so you can spend your brain enjoying the game
instead of doing math.. What a fun, realxing game. Beautiful music, pleasing visuals, and a fun little adventure.. worked for the
first day, after that it just opens a small window that has "growl affect" at the top, an even smaller window of a grid, then an
even smaller window in that of just a white box.. If you hace a friend its worth to buy it.
Me and one of my friends bought it but it wasnt that fun for us because we beat it in like 30mins.
The game is fun tho, but it needs some improvements like new maps etc..
It worth the price!
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This game is one of my favourites in recent memory, the lore of the world is plenty, the characters feel real and you form an
actual bond with them, actually getting attached to them, and the whimsical magic is something that feels realistic and as if the
consequences make sense (for most of them), those you are spying on learning things about you? makes sense, things you create
with the power of life eventually following a path that you didn't originally intend for them, seems like it would happen irl if you
had these powers, machines making the climate situation worse, global warming in a nutshell, negation magic(described in-game
as the power of death) making clouds of death? a bit of a stretch but it seems pretty reasonable, one thing I dont understand
though is why glamors give you rot, I guess it makes you more charismatic and likeable on the outside and your insides gain the
opposite affect.
I have completed the game multiple times, (4 to be exact) and I have only gotten 2 endings that could be really described as
good with each of my playthroughs taking 7-8 hours, although that may have just been me getting distracted by other things irl.
all in all I really loved this game and recommend it to most people who like games in which your choices matter, and\/or fantasy
games, the magical parts of the game are why I like this game more than choice of robots or choice of alexadria, I did 1 full
playthrough of robots and I got bored with alexandria within the first bit of dialogue, having barely reached land, I like this
better because the others feel too much like real life, what with the actual history part of alexandria, and the modern day part of
robots. it has better and more in-depth lore and generally a better feel than choice of robots, but I enjoyed this game so much
more that its actually made me want to write a review, something that I can never remember doing for any other game.
the replay value is pretty good too, what with all the different possibilities, its honestly a lot like a better version of a choose the
plot book, although after the fourth replay I found myself both feeling kinda bored but a lot like I really want to play more.
overall, 9\/10 and I hope to see more games just like this on steam in the future.. Phew! After (what I consider to be) the utterly
dreadful and drab second LC episode, things are mostly back on track with this one.
It's not clever or original like the 1st one, and has almost none of that episode's quirky charm. But it's a solid HOG, with vastly
improved graphics over both the earlier episodes, no problems running in HD, and decent (if unoriginal) puzzles. Also, I didn't
turn the music off; so it obviously wasn't completely irritating like some HOGs seem to get away with.
Some 'flaws' in the HO puzzles, though. A shuttlecock is labled as a 'birdie'. A 'snowdrop' turned out to be a sunflower. And
using 'helm' to refer to a ships wheel was a bit obscure. Now; these may just be terms I'm not familiar with, or maybe just odd
translations. Completely threw me, anyhow. And when there are quite obviously two books in a scene and only one counts..
irritating. (There are other examples, but I can't remember them now.)
Decent bonus chapter, too.
Recommended if you enjoy HOGs; this fits right in with most of them. Not recommended if you are looking for anything
original, challenging or particularly engaging.
I short; a fairly good, standard HOG which, if you like that kind of thing is worth a look.
. The linux version is utterly broken -- avoid at all costs, at least untill it's fixed. I was unable to turn and the UI was borked
beyond recognition. It is very clear that the developers simply did a build, maybe checked that it would start without crashing
and then released it to steam, having done no real testing to make sure that the game was playable at all on Linux.
The graphics setting of "beautiful" is one of the most overstated claims ever to have hit games. It's not ugly as such but certainly
not beautiful on highest settings.. PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCMENT for LINUX OS:
Works with minor instability on a 970m (at the time of writting\/testing); with Proton 4.2-5, Vulkan 1.06, and Nvidia vulkan
drivers 430.14; Expect crashes when switching\/ending skirmishes rapidly, other than that runs fine with no other issues.
If you'd like to utilize Blitzkrieg:
-go to settings
-Steam Play
-Enable Steam Play for all other titles
-You may now install the Blitzkrieg mod from the Steam Store
-Go to Library and select Company of Heros (the non-legacy version) Properties
-Set Launch Options
-put in these commands: -nomovies -mod Blitzkrieg
-this will force Company of Heros to launch Blitzkrieg with out the modlauncher, you will not be able to play Multiplayer unless
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your comrades also do the same commands.
If you would like to disable Blitzkrieg\/play vanilla multiplayer simply delete the commands and the program will run as
normal.. Very solid old-school shmup. Great looking. Challenging but not overly so. Varied environments and enemies that are
thoughtfully designed. Enjoying it way more than I thought I would.. Wizardry 8 was among the last 1st-person "hard-core"
cRPG's, whereby the game is more like a table-top simulation than one aiming for realism. There is always an argument over
what "hard-core" means, but for old guys like me (39) who have seen just about the entire evolution of RPG's "hard-core"
doesn't necessarily mean hard--although they usually are--it simply means the player's skill is demonstrated by strategic and
tactical strategy, exploration, character creation, willingness to keep good notes, and whereby the character's skill is responsible
for combat initiate, to-hit, locating items, detecting traps, warning about out-of-sight monsters, etc...
Wizardry 8 is a great game for anyone who loves developing characters! You get to design six, count 'em, six player characters,
and then steer their leveling over the course of this long game. They will go through all sorts of armor and weapon combos,
master their class skills, change professions to master new skills, learn dozens of spells, use musical instruments, create gadget
weapons, master traditional weapons, etc... You will never be bored with a party of six PC's to manage.
Wizardry 8 is also a great game if you love combat. In fact, back in the day this game became notorious for its marathon combat
sessions. Fights can easily go on for twenty or thirty minutes real time! In fact, I would mark this fact as both a strength and a
weakness. This opinion will switch back and forth depending on whether I just won or lost a marathon fight. When you win
these huge fights you will often level up several characters, if not the whole party, but when you lose you just wasted a half-hour
of your life you cannot get back. Often I have been traveling Arnika road, and have had to deal with waves and waves of
enemies, expending every last arrow, bullet stone, magic spell and drop of stamina and life, but was richly rewarded with XP,
potions, gear, etc...
In true Wizardry style, the game world is just as much a puzzle as a fantasy world. The puzzles do not quite reach the
sophistication of 'Myst' but you simply can't always go where you want to on the first try. You will need to solve quests for
NPCs, find very well hidden artifacts, etc... to gain access to many areas. I love this though, because it makes reaching hard to
access areas all the more exciting and rewarding.
In terms of difficulty, this game is certainly not easy. There are no quest arrows or fast-travel. You must drag information out of
NPC's using your PC's communication skill, fights can be incredibly long and even low level monsters can wipe you out if there
are 20 of them and they manage to surround your party (this is one thing about this game that seems ahead of its time--enemies
do not just stand there and take a beating. They will always try to flank or even surround you. They don't have 'AI' per se, but
their fighting instructions are well-written.
Obviously, the game's graphics have aged a lot since 2001. That being said, as you can see from the screen shots, the graphics
are nice and colorful and quite sharp. The spell effects are varied, and there is plenty of variety when it comes to monsters.
Besides, as I said in my opening paragraph, this game is really more a table-top simulator than a modern open-world RPG. It's
not about eye-candy world (it's graphics were already weak in 2001), it's about thinking your way through quests, puzzles, long
fights, and befriending NPC's to get much needed information. Also a handful of mods exist that tweak some of the balance
issues in this game, and weed out some of the needlessly annoying issues that you will encounter in some areas.
In conclusion, I would strongly urge anyone who likes a challenge, and who likes the recent resurgence in old-school RPG's, to
give this original old-school game a chance. Also, take the time to read the other reviews and the game description. You'll see
they are mostly positive, and many do a better job than mine describing the game. I am really hoping that someone will develop
a new-generation Wizardry-style game to go along with the spiritual successors to Baldur's Gate (Pillars of Eternity) and to a
lesser extent Ultima (Divinity Original Sin isn't quite the Ultima 7 successor I would like, but it's still really good). Give Wiz 8 a
few hours to grow on you. It's like a great novel that needs the first twenty or thirty pages to establish itself, and then it's a real
page turner the whole rest of the way.. Only problem is their terrain mode only. I do however love this DLC, it adds some nice
flavour.. Hey QA manger, you can't close the menu, put it on the Bug spreadsheet. QA manger "It's a feature"
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